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References B Category:Video game hardware Category:Computer hardware Category:Video game accessoriesQ: How do I read
and write a dictionary file with Python I have a dictionary file that looks like this: pl1=1.1 pl2=2.2 I've read about h5py but it
says you can only read, not write. I'm guessing that's what I need to do. How would I write the dictionary file back to disk with
Python? A: HDF5 allows you to read/write dictionaries using the external python module, h5py, which is included as a standard
library module with Python 2.7 or 3.3. It has a 'create' method that takes a filename and dictionary as input and writes it to disk.
It also has a 'open' method that allows you to read an existing dictionary from disk. Here is a complete working example which
just reads in a existing dictionary file and then writes it back to disk: import h5py # read a new dictionary from file d =
h5py.HDF5('dictionary.h5', 'r') # delete original dictionary if exists if os.path.exists(d): os.remove(d) # write new dictionary to
file d.create('new_dictionary.h5', '/dictionary/') Hope that helps A: h5py.File provides a create() method that accepts a
dictionary as an argument: import h5py d = {'pl1': 1.1, 'pl2': 2.2} f = h5py.File('foo.h5', 'w') f.create('d', 'pl1=1.1') f.create('d',
'pl2=2.2') # new dictionary written to foo.h5 A: What you are actually looking for is HDF5. HDF5 is a C library that facilitates
the writing of the data, it will not do the reading for you - you 3da54e8ca3
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